MAKING A BUG STICK BUNDLE

This is a very simple way to make a home for bugs. It can be hung from a tree or put on the ground.

Materials:
- Sticks of similar lengths (up to 30cm)
- Bamboo and sticks
- Secateurs to cut sticks
- String

What to do:

**STEP 1. CUT TO LENGTH**
Make sure your sticks are all the right length.

**STEP 2. TIE IT ALL TOGETHER.**
Tie together all the sticks and bamboo in a bundle and hang them from a tree for the bugs to climb inside.

**STEP 3. CHECK ON YOUR BUGS.**
After about a week you can pick up your bug home and gently shake it over a piece of white paper. You can then identify what you find inside. Make sure to put the bugs back near to where you found them, and re-hang the bug hotel.

Keep a note of what you find. Does it change throughout the year?